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“The oncern is how to interpret the limits we got imposed....If one says you are a painter, you will hardly turn into a 
marathon runner. Maybe an artist is the one who makes you running whilst you paint, and you might succeed in it.” 
Alfredo Aceto

The investigation made by Alfredo Aceto is shaped through an imaginary which aims to de!ne an unusual way of 
approaching art through time, and only relatively, through the space. This is an inner time, which does not belong to 
the history but rather to the lived and dreamed memory (...). Irony becomes a vital component of Aceto's practice, 
allowing him to pour out all his creative energy into his imaginative and interpretive performance. Aceto's art wants 
to grasp a physical elsewhere, whether that is a body or a place, towards the appropriation of a traversal time which 
gets resolved by the dichotomy between past and present, by hosting free associations of ideas placed into the 
same imaginary; the result of a “long obsessive process which has to be suspended in order to be showed”. 
Margherita Artoni, “Spunti Per una base Concettuale”, 2014.

Once again irony and personal experience permeate a new and unreleased project by Aceto. The automobile 
manufacturers use to mask the shape and dimensions of the vehicles prototypes by sticking adhesives with abstract 
motifs on black background through the road tests, run on new models before they are put into the market. This 
“optical” pattern has the purpose of stopping that “countdown” which starts every time a new vehicle is put out on 
the market, almost like “out of sight, out of mind.” Thanks to these perverse dynamics, which the artist highlights 
through these masked vehicles, these defected and clumsy products encourage in the audience a voyeurism which 
resembles the collectors' yearning.

The mask paintings get their shape from the abstract motif of the adhesives. Other than the masks paintings, which 
possess the quality of a piece of art for their a-temporal characteristic, the masks for the vehicles prototypes have a 
merely ephemeral nature. Once they are taken out from the automobile context, those shapes eventually turn into 
actual stamps; after they become in contact with a chemical solution madaccording to not random but speci!c 
gestures by the artist, following as speci!c as enigmatic schemes planned by the artist himself. Every symbol 
embodies a value which can be qualitatively and quantitatively identi!ed within the obsessive relationship that the 
artist had with the vehicles' world. The mask painting is nothing else than an algorithm to be decoded, even 
thought – like in Alighiero Boetti's Manifesto - it could be difficult to get to a point.

The application of these shapes, created to hide, straight onto plain surfaces - a common denominator among all 
the paintings, leads toward the very negation of the pictorial act. “Either I might have created whatever surfaces 
which, out of sight, turn into paintings, or I might have created crap paintings which out of sight, turn into beautiful 
paintings- always supposing I could allow to myself such a shameless self-satisfaction”. The rough materials turn into 
a masked “painting” because of the process of masking, a painting which hides itself to the very idea of pictorial act.

Through the repetitive act of stamping, which is the result of a long process of brainstorming and technical 
achievements, that the artist explores the concepts of repetitiveness and originality within the art piece in 
contemporary art. “The serial labour's aim is to “donate” to the audience in a different way while keeping all the problems 
related to production; it is a vision which embodies a generosity expressed throughout time and not in one only gesture, 
place or work “.

Alfredo Aceto (b. 1991 in Turin, lives and works in Rennens), graduated from ECAL (École cantonale d'art de Lausanne), 
Switzerland in 2014. He has received solo exhibitions in institutions such as Museo del Novecento, Milan; Blancpain Art 
Contemporain, Geneva; Luce Gallery, Turin. He has also been included in group exhibitions at Wallriss, Fribourg; Reggia di 
Caserta, Italy and he is invited for a residency program at Residency Unlimited New York. In 2015 his work will be presented at 
Centre d’Art Contemporain (Kunsthalle) in Geneva.
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